N.W.T., Yukon Break Summer Temperature Records as Heat Dome Lingers
by Anna Desmarais
June 30, 2021 – Temperatures in N.W.T. and Yukon have been rising to new heights over the last week, with 20 daily records broken so far.
Both territories are at the extremities of a "heat dome," a mass of hot air sitting over the Pacific Northwest.  The air has caused temperatures to skyrocket in B.C. and Alberta, setting a new national record in Lytton, B.C., at 49.6°C.
"Typical temperatures would be 20, 21 or 22," he said.  "These are excruciatingly, punishingly warm." 
Although the N.W.T. has shattered daily highs in a few places, the highest-ever recorded temperature record still hasn't been broken.  The N.W.T.'s hottest day is still July 18, 1941, when the mercury rose to 39.4°C in Fort Smith, N.W.T.
'It's Too Hot to Go Anywhere'
Steve Vital hasn't strayed too far from his air conditioner for the last week.  He's the chief of Nahanni Butte, a small community of 70 people in N.W.T.'s western mountains.  Temperatures there have hovered in the mid-30s for a week, reaching a high of 38.1°C on Monday, the highest the territory has seen in this heat wave.
The region has seen hot temperatures before, getting up to about 34°C for 1 or 2 days every summer, Vital said.  The difference this time is how long the hot weather is lasting.
"It's been quiet for the past week or so, because it's just too hot to go anywhere," Vital said.  The local band has been asking people to stay home.  Those who don't have air conditioning are going to stay with friends and family in the meantime. 
Climate Change Effect
Masses of hot air hovering over part of the country isn't a new phenomenon, Phillips said.  What is new about this particular heat dome is the fact that it's staying in place for much longer, bringing more intense temperatures than before. 
That's one result of climate change, he said.  "It's the heat dome of our grandparents, but it's revved up," he said.  "It's just a little bit more powerful."  Relief is on the way in the short term, as temperatures will be back to seasonal norms by the end of the week.
High Forest Fire Risk
Phillips said the "2nd act" of this heat wave will be increased fire risk in both territories later this summer.  "The ground is going to be like Rice Krispies — snap, crackle and pop," he said.  "It's a bit of a heads-up for what the next headline could be … 'the Northwest on fire.'" 
As of Tuesday, many parts of N.W.T. are at high or extreme wildfire risk, including Yellowknife, Inuvik, and Hay River.  The territory has seen 28 fires so far this season, affecting 7,559 hectares of land. 
As of Wednesday morning in Yukon, there are 13 active forest fires.  With rain in the forecast over the coming days, the number could grow.  "When we see thundershowers on the tail end of hot and dry conditions, like what we just experienced, we see an increased risk of ignition," said Yukon Wildland Fire Management spokesperson Mike Francie.  "So we're keeping a close eye on central Yukon, to make sure that those areas are well protected."
Francie asked residents in the territory to think twice before lighting a bonfire.  If you do, he advises to not make it larger than you need, don't leave it unattended and to make sure to put it out.  "The bottom line is this weekend the fire hazard is high," he said.
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